AWARD NOTICE

ICMPD
International Centre for
Migration Policy Development

Vienna, 09 July 2019

SUPPLIES CONTRACT AWARD NOTICE
SUPPLY OF EXPLOSIVE DETECTORS TO REINFORCING AVIATION SECURITY AT RAFIC HARIRI
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Lebanese Republic

1. Type of procedure
Open

2. Publication reference
ICMPD/19.015/SUP/BMS/EXD/LEB

3. Lot number and lot title
Surveillance Equipment

4. Contract number and value
Contract number 1191618
EUR 784,000.00

5. Date of award of the contract
27.05.2019

6. Number of tenders received
Four

7. Name, address and nationality of successful tenderer
Medilab SAL - LEB

8. Duration of contract
6 months

9. Contracting authority
ICMPD

10. Legal basis

Frederic Brimbal (Mr.)
Procurement Manager